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                  Anzen安全
                  &
                  Anshin安心
                

                
                  The Kumahira Group has built up the history as the leading company of security industry in Japan based on prominent development ability and honed product quality more than a century since its founding in 1898.

                  Now, the Group is accelerating expanding total security products.

                  Through these technologies and qualities, we contribute to support your Anzen and Anshin.
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              Vaults and Safes ― 
Kumahira Core Competence
            

            
              Vault doors, vault rooms, and safes have been made for 120 years over as our main products and have 

              supported to keep your safety life. For our newer products, they are based on the legacy products and 

              Kumahira brand has been established by the core competence.
            

          

        

        

        
          
            

            
              
                
                  
                    SECURITY GATES
                  

                  
                    allow only authorized persons to go through
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                    It is suitable for the entrance of building, museum, airports, or education facility so as to
                    restrict passage only to authorized person who can access with ID card.
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                      State-of-the-art sliding glass gate
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                      Solid and elegant slide-type gate
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                      Swing type security gate with high-flap
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                      High-security and space saving
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                      Simple and sophisticated design gate
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                      Short length type of UG
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                      Compact and useful for everywhere
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                      Stern for outdoor
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                      Movable security gate for temporary use.
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                      Simple and compact gate for new lifestyle
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                      Compact gate with selectable flap-panel
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                    DETECTION SYSTEMS
                  

                  
                    find hidden threats and protect people from terrorism
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                    The LSR-M2 which meets the performance of ECAC Standard 3 on category of Type A and B is generally active at airports to check the bottles or cans before boarding.
                  

                

                
                
                  	
                      LSR-M2
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                      Quick and accurate liquid inspection
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                      Portable liquid threats detector
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                      Accurately detect metal objects
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                    FULLY-AUTOMATED SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES
                  

                  
                    deliver the bond box to user automatically

                    with card and PIN code
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                    Users can operate safe deposit box by themselves without bank staff attendance. They enter the booth and operate by a touchscreen panel in order to deliver the bond box using their card with PIN code. And then, they can open the box with key.
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                      Large-scale and rich variations
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                    KEY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
                  

                  
                    Provides advanced solution to protect your assets
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                    This system secures your important keys for buildings, safes, vaults, and other equipment, and contributes to prevent loss, theft, or unauthorized key use.
                  

                

                
                
                  	
                      PKS series
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                      Compact and various functions
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                    VAULTS & SAFES
                  

                  
                    have the performance of burglar-resistance

                    and fire-resistance
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                    Burglar-resistive safes and fire-resistive safes have the purpose and feature for each.
                    You can choose the best safe from Kumahira safe series according to your situation and condition.
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                    MUSEUM & GALLERY PRODUCTS
                  

                  
                    Provides total support for the preservation of important cultural properties
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                    Gallery products protects the cultural properties from various risks and creates an appropriate environment for preserving them.
                  

                

                
                
                  	
                      Gallery vault door
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                      Humidity control panels
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            OUR DISTRIBUTORS

            help your request and ensures a long-term relationship
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